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Uses of impinging jet devices for heat transfer are described, w
a focus on cooling applications within turbine systems. Numer
simulation techniques and results are described, and the rela
strengths and drawbacks of the k-«, k-v, Reynolds stress mode
algebraic stress models, shear stress transport, andv2f turbu-
lence models for impinging jet flow and heat transfer are co
pared. Select model equations are provided as well as quantita
assessments of model errors and judgments of model suitabi
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1861921#

1 Introduction
This is a brief review of numerical methods applied to proble

in impingement heat transfer with the goal to identify preferr
methods of predicting and optimizing the impinging flow perfo
mance. An emphasis is on heat transfer in turbine systems. Du
page limitations the equations and governing physics will not
presented in this article, but sufficient citations are included
that interested readers could find them at the appropriate sou

Impinging jets provide an effective and flexible way to trans
energy or mass between a surface and the fluid in various a
cations. Heat transfer applications include cooling of stock ma
rial during material forming processes, heat treatment@1#, cooling
of electronic components, heating of optical surfaces for def
ging, cooling of critical machinery structures, cooling of turbi
components~the focus of this paper!, and many other industria
processes. Typical mass transfer applications include drying
removal of small surface particulates. General physics, uses
and performance of impinging jets have been discussed in a n
ber of reviews@2–5# and will only be briefly described here. Fig
ure 1 shows the arrangement of a set of impinging jets includ
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the various regions of flow. The flow progresses from a free je
a stagnating jet and then turns into a wall jet. Adjacent wall j
may combine to form a fountain region.

Compared to other heat or mass transfer arrangements tha
not employ phase change, the jet impingement device offers
cient use of the fluid, and high transfer rates. For example, c
pared with conventional convection cooling by confined flow p
allel to ~under! the cooled surface, impingement produces h
transfer coefficients that are up to threefold higher at a giv
maximum flow speed, because the impingement boundary la
are much thinner, and often the spent flow after the impingem
serves to further turbulate the surrounding fluid. Given a requi
heat transfer coefficient, the flow required from an impinging
device may be two orders of magnitude smaller than that requ
for a cooling approach using a free wall-parallel flow. For mo
uniform coverage over larger surfaces, multiple jets may be u
The impingement cooling approach offers a compact hardw
arrangement with no additional moving parts.

In turbine applications, impinging jet flows may be used to co
several different sections of the engine such as the combu
case, combustor can walls, turbine case/liner, and the critical h
temperature turbine blades. The gas turbine compressor offe
steady flow of pressurized air at temperatures lower than thos
the turbine and of the hot gases flowing around it. Typical hig
pressure bleed flows used to cool the blades are availabl
600°C and must cool a turbine immersed in gas of around 140
total temperature@6#. This requires heat transfer coefficients in th
range of 1000– 3000 W/m2 K, which equates to a heat flux on th
order of 1 MW/m2. The ability to cool these components in hig
temperature regions and increase the cooling rates allows hi
cycle temperature ratios and higher power efficiency, improv
fuel economy and raising turbine power output per unit weig
Modern turbines have gas temperatures in the main turbine flo
excess of the continuous operation temperature limits of the
terials used for the blades, meaning the structural strength
component life are dependent upon effective cooling.

Compressor bleed flow is commonly used to cool the turb
blades by routing it through internal passages to keep the blad
an acceptably low temperature. As shown schematically in Fig
the same air can be routed to a perforated internal wall to fo
impinging jets directed at the blade exterior wall. Upon exiting t
blade, the air may combine with the turbine core airflow. Var
tions on this design may combine the impinging jet device w
internal fins, smooth or roughened cooling passages, and effu
holes for film cooling. Figure 3 shows a general layout of
impinging jet cooling arrangement incorporated into a doub
walled combustor liner. The operation of this device depends
flow acceleration through the liner holes, driven by the compr
sor, and carries an associated pressure drop penalty typical
the range of 1–3% of compressor fluid pressure, depending on
degree of cooling needed. In both arrangements the designer
alter the spacing or locations of jet and effusion holes to conc
trate the flow in the regions requiring the greatest cooling. Thou
the use of bleed air carries a performance penalty~cf. Taniguchi
et al. @7#!, the small amount of flow extracted has a small infl
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ence on bleed air supply pressure and temperature. In additio
high pressure compressor air, turbofan engines provide coole
air at lower pressure ratios, which can be routed directly to p
sages within the turbine liner. A successful design uses the b
air in an efficient fashion to minimize the bleed flow required
maintain a necessary cooling rate.

1.1 Nondimensional Heat Transfer Coefficients and Pa-
rameters. A set of common definitions and parameters are u
to compare submerged impinging jet designs with a wide var
of operating temperatures, geometric scales, and fluids. The
selt number for jet impingement is typically defined as

Nu5hD /kc , (1)

whereh is the convective heat transfer coefficient defined as

h5

2kc

]T

]nY

Twall2T0jet
(2)

Fig. 1 The flow regions of impinging jets

Fig. 2 Turbine blade impingement cooling flow path
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The term]T/]n gives the temperature gradient component norm
to the wall.

The nondimensional parameters selected to describe the
pinging jet heat transfer problem include the fluid properties s
as Prandtl number Pr~the ratio of fluid thermal diffusivity to
viscosity, fairly constant!, plus the following:

• H/D—nozzle height to nozzle diameter ratio
• r /D—radial position from the center of the jet
• z/D—vertical position measured from the wall
• Tu—turbulence intensity, evaluated at the nozz

5Auj8uj8/ūi ūi
• Re—jet Reynolds numberU0D/n
• M—Mach number, based on nozzle exit average velocity~of

smaller importance at low speeds, i.e.,M,0.3)
• pjet /D—jet center-to-center spacing~pitch! to diameter ratio,

for multiple jets
• Af—free area (5@ total nozzle exit area/total target area#-1)
• f —relative nozzle area (5total nozzle exit area/total targe

area!

Jet behavior is typically categorized and correlated by its R
nolds number Re5U0D/n, defined using initial average flow spee
(U0), the fluid viscosity~n!, and the characteristic length that
the nozzle exit diameterD or twice the slot width, 2B ~the slot jet
hydraulic diameter!. At Re,1000 the flow field exhibits laminar
flow properties, at Re.3000 the flow has turbulent features, and
transition regions occurs between these regimes. Turbulence h
large beneficial effect on the heat transfer rates. For example
isolated round jet at Re52000 ~transition to turbulence!, Pr
50.7, H/D56 will deliver an average Nu of 19 over a circula
target spanning six jet diameters, while at Re5100,000 the aver-
age Nu on the same target will reach 212@2#. In contrast, laminar
jets at close target spacing will give Nu values in the range of 2
20. In general, the exponentb in the relationship Nu}Reb, ranges
from b50.5 for low-speed flows with a low-turbulence wall je
up tob50.85 for high Re flows with a turbulence-dominated wa
jet.

1.2 Nozzle Design. The geometry and flow conditions fo
the impinging jet depend upon the nature of the target and
fluid source~compressor!. In cases where the pressure drop as
ciated with delivering and exhausting the flow is negligible, t
design goal is to extract as much cooling as possible from a g
air mass flow. Turbine blade passage cooling is an example
such an application; engine compressor air is available at a p
sure sufficient to choke the flow at the nozzle~or perhaps some
other point in the flow path!. As the bleed flow is a small fraction
of the overall compressor flow, the impinging jet nozzle press
ratio will vary very little with changes in the amount of airflow

Fig. 3 Combustor section impinging-jet-cooled liner
MAY 2005, Vol. 127 Õ 545
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extracted. The cooling characteristics~based on flow and tempera
ture! will instead vary greatly with changes in corrected compr
sor speed.

The details of the impingement device design affect the noz
pressure drop, which then equates to a power requirement fo
device. In the simplest of devices, this power is simply the vo
metric flow rate multiplied by the nozzle exit dynamic pressure
real installations, after passing over the target surface, the ‘‘s
flow’’ must exit the device. The overall power requirement th
depends upon the details of the compressor intake pathway, c
pressor efficiency, flow path leading to the nozzle, and backp
sure of the fluid exiting the target region. For this reason, one
more long, narrow supply pipes~common in experimental studie
but not common to turbine designs! may not make an efficien
device. Compact orifice plate nozzles have up to 2.5 times
pressure drop of a short, smooth pipe nozzle at a given mass
and nozzle area, but provide a larger velocity gradient in the s
layer and thereby promote turbulence in the free-jet region@8#.
Such orifice plates take up small volume for the hardware,
easy and inexpensive to make, and integrate well into the c
toured airfoil surfaces of turbine blades. A thicker orifice pla
~thickness from 0.3D to 1.5D) allows the use of orifice holes with
rounded entry pathways, approaching an ideal bellmouth shap
with the contoured nozzle. This successful compromise come
the expense of greater hardware volume and complexity, bu
duces the static pressure losses to those required to accelera
flow to the exit speed plus that of mild contraction into t
rounded passageway. The orifice plate nozzle array remains
most practical and flexible geometry for turbine cooling due to
compact size and its ability to focus additional flow on regio
requiring higher heat flux~e.g., blade leading edges! by variation
in the nozzle hole spacing.

A series of additional holes in the fluid supply plate of an orifi
array, designed for the spent flow, can provide benefits in ca
with restrictive exit pathways. These effusion holes vent to e
ducting or the surroundings to provide a lower-restriction e
pathway for spent air. In a turbine blade~Fig. 2! the preferred
effusion pathways are either through holes in the target wall it
~the blade exterior! to form a film cooling layer on the opposin
surface, or through the confined flow region leading to aero
namically favorable exit holes on or near the trailing edge of
blade. In highly confined flows, the use of sharp-edged noz
and well-positioned effusion holes rather than simple pipe jets
increase Nu by a factor of 2 at a given Re, which is importan
turbine cooling where jet mass flow directly affects turbine p
formance.

1.3 Typical Impinging Jet Device Characteristics. Typi-
cal gas jet installations for heat transfer span a Reynolds num
range from 4000 to 80,000.H/D typically ranges from 2 to 12.
Ideally, Nu increases asH decreases, so a designer would pre
to select the smallest tolerableH value, noting the effects of ex
iting flow, manufacturing and assembly capabilities, and phys
constraints, and then select nozzle sizeD accordingly. For small-
scale turbomachinery applications jet arrays commonly haveD
values of 0.2–2 mm, while for larger scale industrial applicatio
jet diameters are commonly in the range of 5–30 mm.

2 Prediction and Modeling of Impinging Jet Perfor-
mance

The designer of an impinging jet device needs to predict
transfer coefficient profile~Nu!, necessary fluid flow per unit o
target area (G), and pressure drops in advance of manufactur
the hardware. Accurate models or calculation methods are d
able as they minimize the amount of testing required. A relia
set of models provides the designer with a rapid, inexpensive,
flexible alternative to conducting a series of hardware tests. M
eling of the turbulent flow, incompressible except for the ca
546 Õ Vol. 127, MAY 2005
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where the Mach number is high, is based on using the w
established mass, momentum, and energy conservation equa

2.1 Empirical Correlations. First, simple correlations such
as those supplied by Martin@2# ~with a summary in Ref.@1#!
predict Nu as a function of the governing parameters~as listed in
Sec. 1.1! in cases where the fluid has a continuously laminar fl
over the entire fluid and target region of interest (Rejet
,1000,Rewall,10,000). A list of available impingement hea
transfer correlations for laminar and turbulent flows is presen
in the Appendix.

2.2 Laminar Impingement. For laminar flows in many ge-
ometries, the governing equations may be reduced to analy
solutions, such as that for a stagnating flow field placed abov
wall boundary layer@9#. Numerical modeling of steady lamina
flows is fairly straightforward, using the mass, momentum, a
energy conservation equations in time-invariant forms. This sim
lation approach may even yield useful results for flows which
laminar over most but not all of the domain. Kang and Greif@10#
successfully predicted flow field properties, separation locatio
and heat transfer coefficients for impinging jets on cylinders
100<Re<1000, including exploration of buoyancy effects.

2.3 Turbulent Impingement Models. Most impinging jet
industrial applications involve turbulent flow in the whole doma
downstream of the nozzle, and modeling turbulent flow prese
the greatest challenge in the effort to rapidly and accurately p
dict the behavior of turbulent jets. Numerical modeling of impin
ing jet flows and heat transfer is employed widely for predictio
sensitivity analysis, and device design. Finite element, finite
ference, and finite volume computational fluid dynamics~CFD!
models of impinging jets have succeeded in making rough pre
tions of heat transfer coefficients and velocity fields. The diffic
ties in accurately predicting velocities and transfer coefficie
stem primarily from modeling of turbulence and the interaction
the turbulent flow field with the wall.

The computation grid must resolve both the upstream
downstream flow around the nozzles or orifices and must ext
sufficiently far to the side of a single jet or array~typically 8–10
diameters! to provide realistic exit conditions. Zero-gradient an
constant-static-pressure conditions have been used at the far
model boundaries. Successful, stable modeling using both of t
conditions can depend on properly shaping the boundary at
edge of the model domain. Turbulent impinging jet CFD emplo
practically all available numerical methods, which will be crit
cally and briefly reviewed below. For brevity the governing equ
tions are not listed here. Full equation sets for each model
available in the referenced publications.

2.3.1 DNS and LES.The direct numerical simulation~DNS!
method solves the full Navier–Stokes, continuity, and ener
mass diffusion equations using discrete units of time and sp
but requires an extremely small grid to fully resolve all the turb
lent flow properties, because the microscopic turbulent len
scales involved in jet impingement are far smaller than the m
roscopic lengths involved~e.g.,D0 or H). The consequently long
computation time practically limits the use of DNS to Reynol
numbers much lower than those in the gas turbine impingem
heat transfer application. In an attempt to remedy this situat
some CFD models use large eddy simulation~LES!. The time-
variant LES approach tracks flow properties with the full equ
tions down to some user-defined length scale~typically the grid
spacing!, and then uses additional subgrid-scale equations to
scribe turbulent flow behavior at smaller scales. The LES met
has shown encouraging results and clarified the understandin
formation, propagation, and effects of flow eddies upon the ve
ity fields and jet transfer characteristics@11–14#, but it requires
high resolution in space for accuracy, may require high resolu
in time for stability and accuracy, and therefore still needs a gr
amount of computing power or time to produce satisfactory so
Transactions of the ASME
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tions for the transitional and turbulent flows of interest here (
.1000). LES modeling by Cziesla et al.@15# demonstrated the
ability of LES to predict local Nu under a slot jet within 10% o
experimental measurements. The use of LES does not neces
have an upper or lower limit on Re~though particular codes ma
be limited toM<1), but for laminar flows (Re,1000) the influ-
ence of turbulence is small enough that the DNS approach o
little improvement in accuracy over the time-averaged techniq
detailed below. For those cases where computational cost is n
primary concern, the LES method offers the greatest informa
about the impinging jet flow field.

2.3.2 The RANS Approach.Steady-state time-averaged sol
tion techniques, typically Reynolds-averaged Navier–Sto
~RANS! models, use some version of the Navier–Stokes eq
tions adjusted for the presence of turbulent flow. The majority
RANS models used for jet flows fit into one of two categories,
eddy-viscosity models and the computationally more costly
second moment closure~SMC! models. Eddy viscosity model
treat the turbulent viscosity as a scalar quantity, assuming or f
ing an isotropy in the normal stresses@16#. The various full SMC
models track all Reynolds stresses or track the various com
nents of a nonuniform turbulent viscosity. These models appr
mate the Reynolds stresses and heat fluxes using semi-emp
equations based on expected physical trends rather than d
derivations. The semi-empirical equations provide approximati
of undetermined terms within the second-moment equations, t
cally two-parameter correlations. With further manipulation a
ries of higher-order-moment equations can be generated, but
more complex models have even more correlation terms and
knowns, which require approximate modeling.

2.3.3 Near-Wall Treatment.In addition to the portions of the
CFD model describing the fluid flow inside the computation
domain, the steady and transient models require a descriptio
how the flow behaves next to the wall~the target surface!. This
part of the model typically plays the major role in properly pr
dicting both the flow and the heat transfer@17#. The fundamental
difficulty comes from the need to describe how the turbulent
gions of a decelerating flow field interact with the wall, includin
in the wall’s boundary layer. A variety of often very different wa
damping and reflection terms have been implemented. Nume
solutions have shown that heat transfer rates within the visc
sublayer are of a larger magnitude than outside the layer.
spatial region in which the turbulence models have the grea
difficulty approximating the flow is the same region in which t
largest heat and mass gradients occur, and so this region cann
neglected.

Numerical models of turbulence near the wall commonly fe
ture one of two approaches. In the first obvious approach, the
near the wall is constructed at sufficiently high resolution to pr
erly resolve flow in the entire viscous sublayer and turbul
boundary layer with turbulence equations intended for use at
cell Reynolds numbers. This requires a model capable of res
ing turbulent behaviors very close to the wall, and a large co
putation effort.

The alternate method uses algebraic equations to relate st
and fluctuating velocity and scalar profiles to wall distance a
surrounding fluid properties. These wall functions predict the fl
properties in and above the viscous sublayer. This method req
only a single cell in the sublayer, and thus requires less comp
tional time. Relations for high Re parallel flows such as the ‘‘la
of the wall’’ are based upon flows in different geometry than th
of the impinging jet and may not produce a correct velocity pro
near the wall, especially in cases where the flow separate
reverses on the target surface. The standard law of the wa
based upon the absence of pressure gradients near or alon
wall, clearly a different flow field than that seen in the stagnat
region of an impinging jet. The nonequilibrium law of the wall
based upon differing turbulent energy generation and destruc
Journal of Heat Transfer
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rates and accounts for pressure gradients. Bouainouche et al.@18#
performed modeling with various wall equations and conclud
that the standard logarithmic law of the wall poorly predict
shear stresses~errors of up to230% in the stagnation region! and
that a generalized nonequilibrium law of the wall performed w
in the stagnation region but under predicted wall shear stres
the wall-jet region~errors of up to212%). Their ‘‘hybrid law of
the wall’’ model produced improved results by using the noneq
librium law in the stagnation region and switching to the logari
mic law in the wall-jet region.

Specific difficulties arise with the numerical modeling of im
pinging jets. A number of models reviewed below, such ask-«,
have been optimized for free-shear flows such as submerged
Some models, such ask-v, perform best in boundary-layer flow
such as the wall-jet region. Unfortunately, the impinging jet pro
lem contains both of these as well as significant pressure grad
in the stagnation region. The normal strain and the rise in fl
pressure in the stagnation region affect the turbulent flow thro
distinct terms in the second-moment RANS equations. The p
sure plays a part in the turbulent diffusion term. The effects
changing pressure play an even greater role in the pressure-s
rate correlation term. Unlike the turbulent diffusion term, whi
most models focus on approximating, the pressure-strain corr
tion was usually of secondary interest. As a result, most mod
have simpler and less accurate predictions for turbulent effect
the stagnation region. A wide variety of equation sets have b
implemented to model these pressure-strain rate correlation te
related to¹u8 and ¹u, with varying success. The two equatio
eddy-viscosity models, such ask-«, contract the rank-2 tensors i
the equations to eliminate terms, and thus drop these terms.
is, the two-equation models are based around assumptions a
the low importance of pressure gradients and the minimal ani
ropy of the Reynolds stresses, and experiments have shown
these modeling assumptions do not apply in the stagnation reg

2.3.4 The Boussinesq Approximation.The simplified RANS
models need some approximation to determine the Reyn
stresses. An equation known as the Boussinesq approximatio~or
hypothesis! describes a simple relationship between turbul
stresses and mean strain rate. Given a strain rate tensorSi j , where
Si j 51/2@(]ūi /]xj ) 1 (]ū j /]xi)# the approximation gives a for
mula for the Reynolds stress tensor

2rui8uj852m8~Si j 2
1
3 Skkd i j !2

2
3 rkd i j (3)

By itself, the Boussinesq approximation does not constitut
complete turbulence model, as the value ofm8 is unknown and
depends on turbulence scales unique to each problem.

2.3.5 The k-« Model. The commonly tested ‘‘k-« ’’ eddy-
viscosity model is widely acknowledged as producing poor res
in the impinging jet problem, but remains a benchmark aga
which to compare better models@17#. The k-« model remains in
use due to its common implementation and comparatively
computational cost. The model uses the Boussinesq hypothes
calculate the Reynolds stresses as a direct function of the velo
gradients and is based on flow behavior at higher Reynolds n
bers~fully turbulent fluid flow!. It independently tracks turbulen
energyk and turbulence destruction or dissipation rate«, with a
dissipation equation based upon expected trends. As with m
RANS models it requires experimentally determined constant
fully close the equations. Thek-« model can produce acceptab
results for free-shear flows but provides poor simulation of wa
jet flows. The model requires the user to specify« at each bound-
ary, but at the walls« has a finite, nonzero value that is not know
in advance. For the impinging jet problem it gives useful results
the free-jet region but poor results in the stagnation region
wall jet region, as detailed below. It gives poor predictions of t
location of separation points on solid boundaries and for the
pinging jet problem it may fail to predict the occurrence of se
ondary peaks in Nu. The standardk-« model is formulated for
MAY 2005, Vol. 127 Õ 547
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flows at high Reynolds number and does not apply in regi
where viscous effects on the flow field are comparable in ma
tude to turbulent effects~such as in the sublayer next to a wall!. In
many cases the model uses wall functions to determine the ve
ity profiles. Alternately,k-« models have been built with add
tional terms and damping functions to allow the model to simul
portions of the flow at low Reynolds numbers.

The Launder and Sharma low Reynolds number model use
Craft et al.@17# in a comparative CFD study of various turbulen
models used for the impinging jet problem incorporates conse
tion equations fork and« as well as a simple equation to set th
velocity-temperature correlation~heat flux! proportional to the
temperature gradient. This version of the model includes the
correction term to adjust the dissipation rate«̃ as a function ofk,
«̃, and distance from the wally. At low Re a damping function is
used to add an adjustment to the turbulent viscosity used in
conservation equations. It increases the dissipation to reduce
turbulent length scale. Without the correction the model will ov
predict turbulent length scale and overpredict turbulent viscos
The model constants depend on empirical data, and the corre
terms and associated constants are therefore somewhat arb
so engineers continually invent alternate adjustment terms
different closure coefficients.

Heyerichs and Pollard@19# conducted a numerical compariso
of three different wall function and five different wall dampin
functions with an impinging jet test case and concluded that
selectedk-« models with wall functions gave consistently po
results, with Nu errors in the range of221.5–227.8% in the
stagnation region, and132–138.4% at the secondary pea
Somewhat better matches were produced using models
damping functions, but those models still produced errors in Nu
up to 50% and misplaced the secondary peak. They concluded
basing the damping functions on wall positiony1 caused the poor
results, as the damping functions usingy1 were based upon
simple wall-parallel flows with simple boundary layers, rath
than the flow found in the stagnation region of the impinging j

Craft et al.@17# presented a comparison of a two-dimension
implementation of thek-« model versus test data. For the test ca
at Re523,000 the model predicted centerline wall-normal-ro
mean-square~rms! velocity levels up to four times larger tha
those measured in the experimental work of Cooper et al.@20#. A
specific problem noted in thek-« model was that the model equa
tion relating turbulent kinetic energy to turbulent viscosity caus
increasing and erroneous turbulent kinetic energy levels in
stagnation region~increasing turbulent viscosity caused increas
turbulence intensity!. The model similarly over predicted wa
normal r.m.s. velocity atr /D50.5, corresponding to the edge o
the jet. Wall-parallel velocity errors were in the range of 15–20
with errors of up to 50% in they/D,0.05 region very close to the
wall. The model over predicted Nu in the center of the imping
ment region by up to 40% and failed to predict the secondary
peak atr /D52. Craft et al.@21# continued work with this type of
model, developing an alternatek-« model which produced greatly
improved impingement centerline wall-normal fluctuating velo
ity values and better Nu predictions in ther /D,2 region. The
largest errors in Nu were typically 15%, occurring in the range
1,r /D,3. Turgeon and Pelletier@22# built adaptivek-« models
which succeeded in generating a solution with minimal grid
pendence, showing that the difficulties with applying thek-«
model are independent of grid resolution and persist for sm
mesh sizes. Merci et al.@23# devised and tested an altered nonli
ear variation of thek-« model, yielding improved results over th
standard model but an under prediction of Nu/Nu0 of up to 25%
~alternately interpreted as an over prediction of Nu0). Souris et al.
@24# showed that the upstream errors in low Reynolds numberk-«
model predictions resulted in large downstream errors, giv
wall-jet thicknesses up to double that of experiment, and wall
peak velocity as much as 44% below experimental results. F
the various studies conducted, we conclude that the even the
548 Õ Vol. 127, MAY 2005
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k-« models and associated wall treatments will yield Nu profi
with local errors in the range of 15–30%, and the standardk-«
model is not recommended for use in the impinging jet proble
These shortcomings are attributed to the assumption of isotr
turbulence and the use of wall functions that poorly approxim
near-wall velocity fluctuation and associated transport propert

2.3.6 The k-« RNG Model. Other variations of the mode
have been applied, such as the renormalization group theoryk-«
model~RNG!. The RNG model incorporates an additional term
the turbulent energy dissipation equation based on strain rates
includes adjustments for viscous effects at lower Re and a ca
lation of turbulent Pr. Heck et al.@25# showed the RNG mode
provided a close match of Nu in the wall-jet region but an error
up to 10% in the stagnation region. This is in part due to the R
model’s tendency to predict jet spreading rates that are as hig
twice that found in experiment@26#. This flaw on the upstream
end of the model leads one to question how the downstream
sults did not stray as far from measured values. It offers so
improved performance over the standardk-« at a slightly higher
computational cost and is recommended when only moderate
curacy is required.

2.3.7 The k-v Model. The k-v model solves for turbulent
kinetic energy (k) and energy dissipation rate per unit of turbule
kinetic energy~v!, wherev is determined through a conservatio
equation including experimentally determined functions, rat
than direct calculation from the velocity field@26#. The equations
for v treat it as a vorticity level or vortex fluctuation frequenc
The model then produces turbulent viscosity as a function ok
andv.

As with the k-« model, the latest versions of thek-v model
include correction terms to improve predictions in the low Re
nolds number flow regions. Thek-v model typically produces Nu
profiles with a local error of up to 30% of the experimental N
value. It can produce better predictions of the turbulent len
scale than thek-« model. Thek-v model can generate goo
predictions of flow properties in the wall jet, both in the sublay
and logarithmic region, without the need for damping functio
For a flow near a wall the boundary conditions are known
turbulent viscosity and the turbulent time scale are set to zero.
value of v at or near the wall-adjacent cell may be set prop
tional to n/y2, meaning the user can fully specify the turbulen
conditions at the wall, unlike in thek-« model. Unfortunately the
k-v model is sensitive to far-field boundary conditions, mu
more so than thek-« model. Park et al.@27# demonstrated some
improved results using thek-v equations but noted that at highe
Re ~25,100! the secondary Nu peaks appeared too far inward
low as 50% of the experimentally measured value ofx/B. The
local levels of Nu were overpredicted by as much as 100% as
result of misplacing this peak. A comparative study by Heyeric
and Pollard@19# found that thek-v model over predicted Nu by
up to 18% and generated a secondary peak closer to the jet c
than found in experiment, but concluded that for the impinging
problem it clearly outperformed the nine different implemen
tions of thek-« model used in the study. The low-Rek-v model
gave good results by matching the shape of the experime
curves, but alternate formulations of the impinging jet CFD mo
using k-v with wall functions gave poor results—they replace
the k-v model with a cruder approximation in the very regio
where it gives the best results, overpredicting wall jet Nu by
much as 40%. Chen and Modi@28# successfully applied thek-v
model for mass transfer at high Sc, and claimed agreement w
10% of experimental results, given very high grid densities. T
addition of cross-diffusion terms in variousk-v models have suc-
ceeded in reducing its sensitivity to far-fieldv boundary condi-
tions, a problem known to arise during use of thek-v model for
unconfined or partially confined flows. With the inaccurate free-
modeling, dense wall grid requirement, and undesirable sensit
Transactions of the ASME
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to unknown far-field conditions, we conclude thek-v model is
only moderately better than thek-«; it offers better predictions of
Nu, with a higher computational cost.

2.3.8 Realizability Constraints.In cases of high strain rate
the simple Boussinesq approximation may predict negative
mal Reynolds stresses or excessively high Reynolds s
stresses. Thek-«, k-v, and v2f models described herein hav
been commonly modified to use realizability limits to preve
these problems. A common fix is to allow variation in the const
of proportionality Cm found in the turbulent viscosity equatio
n85Cm (k2/«) @29#. Physical measurements have demonstra
variation in this ‘‘constant’’ in differing fluid flows. Other ap
proaches put simple limits on time scales, length scales, s
rates, and/or terms including strain rates.

Abdon and Sunden@30# used nonlineark-« and k-v models
with realizability constraints to model impinging jets. The
model adjustments produced results closer to experimental d
with the realizablek-« model predicting Nu0 within 10% ~within
the experimental data scatter! and the realizablek-v model over
predicting Nu0 by 20%. Further studies with nonlinear versions
thek-« andk-v models produced Nu profiles with errors equal
or greater than the standard linear models. The nonlinear mo
captured a secondary peak in Nu in the proper location atr /D
52, but overpredicted the Nu value by up to 50%. Park and S
@31# constructed ak-«- f m model for low Re flows, where the
turbulent viscosity damping functionf m incorporated terms to de
scribe damping near the wall and terms to describe the equ
rium flow farther from the wall. With the inclusion of realizabilit
limits on eddy viscosity they were able to improve the Nu profi
predictions forr /D,1.5 to within 10–20% of experimental re
sults, primarily by limiting overprediction of turbulent kinetic en
ergy in the jet center. For the region ofr /D,1 the model was
tuned to predict the Nu profile within 15%, giving a flat profi
matching the experimental results. Given the slightly higher co
putational cost but potentially better results, realizability co
straints are recommended for use in impinging jet flow CFD.

2.3.9 Algebraic Stress Models.Algebraic stress models
~ASM! can provide a computationally inexpensive approach va
for some simple flows. The ASM models may be built with low
grid resolution in the wall region which contributes to the comp
tational efficiency. Rather than solve complete discretized dif
ential transport equations this category of models solves algeb
equations which require fewer calculations. In cases where
turbulent velocity fluctuations change slowly compared
changes in the mean velocity, the Reynolds stresses can b
proximated as algebraic functions of the dominant mean velo
derivatives in time and space. In a simple case the ASM may
equations for calculating a length scale which are particular to
problem geometry. This length scale is used to calculate turbu
viscosity, which is used with the Boussinesq approximation
determine the Reynolds stresses. Use of this approach req
enough advance knowledge of turbulent length and time scale
the problem of interest that the quantities may be calculated u
algebraic equations, a potential source of large error. For sim
geometries such as pipe flow or free jets a set of equations
mixing length are available. Some ASMs simply drop the tim
and space derivatives of the Reynolds stresses from the equa
leaving only gradients of the mean flow velocity@32#. This ap-
proach assumes the turbulent convection and turbulent diffu
effects either are insignificant or balance each other. Unfo
nately, for the impinging jet problem the boundary layer along
wall is not in equilibrium and this type of ASM is a crude approx
mation.

Comparative modeling by Funazaki and Hachiya showed
for an impingement problem their ASM overpredicted Nu by a
proximately 30%, outperformingk-« and RNGk-« models which
typically showed 50–55% error@33#. Numerical work by Souris
et al. @24# found that the ASM had better free-jet modeling th
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the k-« model, which generated better results in the wall reg
downstream. Both models over predicted the centerline velo
decay but the ASM over prediction was not as high. The erro
jet width prediction of the ASM was as high as 35% close to
wall, better than the 59% error produced by the low Reyno
number version of thek-« model. This ASM model used the
standard logarithmic law of the wall and generated poor pred
tions of velocity profile in the region closest to the wall~within
the first quarter of the wall-jet thickness!, with high jet thicknesses
~up to 65% error atr /D52.5) and wall jet velocity magnitudes a
much as 45% below experiment. These results do not mean
ASM correctly described the impinging flow, but rather thek-«
model resulted in gross errors, larger than the errors present w
using the ASM. The ASM may be better than a number of po
k-« models, but is not recommended as it does not yield h
accuracy.

2.3.10 Complete RSM Modeling.The SMC Reynolds stress
model~RSM!, also known as the Reynolds stress transport mo
~RSTM!, independently tracks all six components of the rank
Reynolds stress tensor, accounting for production, diffusive tra
port, dissipation, and turbulent transport. Common implemen
tions require a number of constants to resolve terms such
pressure-strain term and terms in the turbulence dissipation e
tion. Because the RSM model does not assume isotropic stres
can give much better predictions of fluid behavior in turning
rotating flows that those of the two-equations models.

RSM modeling of impinging jets by Demuren@34# showed ve-
locity predictions ranging from240% to 140% of the experi-
mentally measured velocities, and Reynolds Stress errors of
100%, which was attributed to a need for an extremely dense
~denser than that utilized in the modeling!. Craft et al.@17# pre-
sented computed centerline wall-normal rms turbulent veloc
levels, which matched within 25% of experiment atH/D52, but
had errors as large as 80–100% forH/D56. The RSM can pre-
dict the occurrence of a secondary peak in Nu but not necess
at the correct location@35#. This shows that although the variou
RSM implementations preserve all the Reynolds stress terms,
still use approximation equations based on a number of assu
tions. That is, they eliminate the isotropy assumptions which yi
the two-equation models but still rely upon other empirically ge
erated equations to predict the stresses and do not give a ‘‘per
solution. Given the high computational cost compared to
eddy-viscosity models, these results are disappointing and
RSM is not recommended as an alternative.

2.3.11 Thev2f Model. Durbin’s v2- f model, also known as
the ‘‘normal velocity relaxation model,’’ has shown some of th
best predictions to date, with calculated Nu values falling with
the spread of experimental data@36,37#. The v2- f model uses an
eddy viscosity to increase stability~rather than using a full RSM!
with two additional differential equations beyond those of thek-«
model, forming a four-equation model. It uses the turbulent str
normal to the streamlines~referred to asv2) to determine the
turbulent eddy viscosity, rather than the scalar turbulence inten
used in thek-« model. It incorporates upper and lower limits o
the turbulent time and length scales. In some implementations
limits on these terms have been further modified to impose r
izability constraints@38#.

As with the k-v model, thev2f model requires a dense wa
grid. In some cases thev2- f model has been shown to predi
realistic levels of turbulence in the decelerating jet core but
cessive turbulence levels in the shearing flow outside the core
in the wall jet@39#. Despite this difficulty and its moderately hig
computational cost, it is acknowledged as one of the best pre
tors of Nu distribution. It has an advantage over the standardk-«
series of models because it can predict the occurrence, pos
and magnitude of the secondary Nu peak for lowH/D. This
MAY 2005, Vol. 127 Õ 549
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Table 1 Comparison of common CFD turbulence models used for impinging jet problems. The
relative performance of the various models is rated qualitatively on a scale from ‘‘ * ’’ indicating
undesirable model characteristics, to ‘‘ **** ’’ indicating excellent model characteristics.

Turbulence Model

Computational
cost ~computation

time required!
Impinging jet transfer
coefficient prediction

Ability to predict
secondary peaks in

Nu

k-« ****
Low cost

*
Poor: Expect Nu errors of

15–60%

*
Poor

k-v ****
Low-moderate

**
Poor-fair: Anticipate Nu

errors of at least 10–30%

**
Fair: May have incorrect location or

magnitude

Realizablek-«
and otherk-«
variations

****
Low

**
Poor-fair: Expect Nu
errors of at 15–30%

**
Poor-fair: May have
incorrect location or

magnitude

Algebraic stress
model

****
Low

**
Poor-fair: Anticipate Nu

errors of at least 10–30%

*
Poor

Reynolds stress
model ~full SMC!

**
Moderate-high

*
Poor: Anticipate Nu errors

of 25–100%

**
Fair: May have

incorrect location or
magnitude

SST ***
Low-moderate

***
Good: Typical Nu0 errors

of 20–40%

**
Fair

v2f ***
Moderate

****
Excellent: Anticipate Nu

errors of 2–30%

****
Excellent

DNS/LES time-variant
models

*
Extremely high

****
Good-excellent

****
Good-excellent
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model is highly recommended for the impinging jet problem, a
its moderate computational cost is offset by its ability to clos
match experimental results.

2.3.12 Hybrid Modeling. The impinging jet problem has a
least three distinct flow regions with distinct flow physics. T
computationally efficient two-equation models discussed pre
ously are adjusted to perform best in one physical situation, w
closure equations and coefficients based on a set of simple tu
lent flows. Application to alternate geometries demonstrates
weakness of each model. No simple model has produced the
mate answer, but by combining two or more models the CFD c
can produce a compromise. For example, the model may calc
in which region the flow lies~free jet, stagnation, or wall jet! and
use a model successfully tested for that particular region.
solution from the multiple models in multiple regions must th
be combined at the boundaries in a smooth fashion to produ
hybrid turbulence model. In doing so the CFD program may u
lize the strengths and minimize the weaknesses of each mod

Menter’s shear stress transport~SST! model is one of the more
successful hybrid models@40#. The SST model combines thek-v
model near the wall and thek-« model farther from the wall to
utilize the strengths of each. Smooth transition between the tw
accomplished by use of a blending or weighting function ba
upon distance from the wall. Menter’s SST model uses a var
equation for determining turbulent viscosity incorporating a nu
ber of limits, with the goal of improving predictions of turbulenc
in adverse pressure gradients. The SST model still require
finely spaced mesh near the wall to produce accurate results.
dation comparisons by Esch et al.@41# showed Nu predictions
within 20% of experimental results, and a Nu profile no farth
than 5% above or below the profile predicted by thev2- f model.
The SST model also predicted mean velocities well, clearly be
than thek-« model and within the uncertainty of the experimen
, MAY 2005
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measurements. This indicates the SST model may provide pre
tions as good as those of thev2- f model but at a lower computa
tional cost, and it is recommended for this reason.

2.4 Numerical Modeling Validation by Experiments. Ul-
timately, all CFD results should be validated by comparison
reliable experimental results and to determine overall model e
in predicting the real situation. Obviously, the model shou
match the experimental conditions, including all of the geome
fluid entry, exit conditions, and target surface properties. T
matching must include not only the domain boundary aver
velocities, pressures, and temperatures, but also their turbu
components.

3 Conclusions and Recommendations
A large number of informative studies have been conduc

using thek-« model to attempt to predict the heat/mass transfe
impinging jets, with only limited success. Examination of RAN
numerical modeling techniques showed that even with hi
resolution grids, the various implementations of thek-«, k-v,
RSM, and ASM models give large errors compared to experim
tal data sets. Thev2f and SST models can produce better pred
tions of fluid properties in impinging jet flows and are recom
mended as the best compromise between solution speed
accuracy. Modeling work conducted by the authors indicates
v2f model will provide more accurate predictions than the S
model. Table 1 summarizes the relative performance of the v
ous models.

The review of recent impinging jet research publications ide
tified a particular need of the engineering design community. S
cifically, it needs a turbulence model, and associated wall tr
ment ~if necessary!, that reliably and efficiently provides time
averaged transfer coefficients for impinging jet flowfields. Giv
Transactions of the ASME
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the varied and inaccurate results of the alternatives, the SST
v2- f models offer the best results for the least amount of com
tation time. Even so, they are imperfect. The improved turbule
model must correctly predict the jet spreading, turbulent flow
fects in the stagnation region, and turbulent flow properties al
the wall. Though inelegant, the solution by means of a hyb
model would serve this purpose if it included a turbulence mo
carefully adjusted to properly simulate the turning anisotro
flow field in the stagnation region.

Nomenclature

Af 5 target free area
b 5 correlation exponent, used in Nu}Reb

B 5 slot jet nozzle width
cp 5 specific heat of fluid
D 5 nozzle diameter

Dh 5 hydraulic diameter of nozzle
f 5 relative nozzle area orv2f model function

G 5 jet mass flow per unit of target area
h 5 heat transfer coefficient
H 5 nozzle-to-target spacing~nozzle height!
kc 5 fluid thermal conductivity
k 5 turbulent kinetic energy

M 5 Mach number
n 5 length in wall-normal direction

Nu 5 Nusselt number
Nuavg 5 area-averaged Nusselt number

Nu0 5 Nusselt number at stagnation point
p 5 fluid pressure

pjet 5 jet pitch ~center-to-center distance!
Appendix: Correlation Reference in Table 2
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Pr 5 Prandtl number5fluid thermal diffusivity/fluid
viscosity

q9 5 heat flux
Re 5 Reynolds Number (5U0D/n for a jet!

r 5 radial position measured from center of jet axis
Sc 5 Schmidt number5fluid kinematic viscosity

n/species~mass transfer! diffusivity
Si j 5 strain rate tensor

t 5 time
T 5 temperature

T0jet 5 jet adiabatic wall temperature, exiting nozzle
Twall 5 wall surface temperature

Tu 5 turbulence intensity~equal to square root of@tur-
bulent kinetic energy divided by mean kinetic en
ergy#!

U or u 5 fluid velocity ~overbar indicates average, prime
indicates fluctuating portion!

U0 5 jet initial speed, average
x 5 coordinate direction
y 5 distance from wall referenced in CFD models

~normalized to ‘‘y1’’ using friction velocity!
z 5 axial position or height, measured off of target

surface
d i j 5 identity tensor

«, «̃ 5 turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate
m 5 fluid viscosity
n 5 fluid kinematic viscosity
r 5 fluid density

s i j 5 steady stress tensor
t i j 5 turbulent stress tensor~Reynolds stress tensor!
Table 2 Correlation sets

Source Nozzle type Provides
Reynolds number, nozzle

height range

Goldstein and Behbahani
@42#

Single round nozzle Nuavg 35,200<Re<120,500
H/D56 or 12

Goldstein et al.
@43#

Single round nozzle Nuavg 61,000<Re<124,000
2<H/D<12

Lytle and Webb
@44#

Single round nozzle Nu0 and Nuavg 3600<Re<27,600
0.1<H/D<1

Martin @2# Single round nozzle Nuavg 2000<Re<400,000
2<H/D<12

Meola et al.@45# Single round nozzle Nuavg 10,000<Re<100,000
10<H/D

Mohanty and
Tawfek @46#

Single round nozzle Nu0 4860<Re<34,500
6<H/D<58

Tawfek @47# Single round nozzle Nuavg 3400<Re<41,000
6<H/D<58

Wen and Jang
@48#

Single round nozzle Nuavg 750<Re<27,000
3<H/D<16

Martin @2# Single slot nozzle Nuavg 3000<Re<90,000
2<H/(2B)<10

Chan et al.@49# Single slot nozzle
~convex target!

Nu0 5600<Re<13,200
2<H/B<10

Florschuetz et al.
@50#

Array of round nozzles
~inline orifice nozzles!

Nuavg 2500<Re<70,000
1<H/D<3

Gori and Bossi
@51#

Single slot nozzle
~on cylinder!

Nuavg 4000<Re<20,000
2<H/B<12

Huber and
Viskanta@52#

Array of round nozzles Nuavg 3400<Re<20,500
0.25<H/D<6

Martin @2# Array of round nozzles Nuavg 2000<Re<100,000
2<H/D<12

San and Lai@53# Array of round nozzles
~staggered orifice nozzles!

Nu0 10,000<Re<30,000
2<H/D<6

Goldstein and
Seol @54#

Row of round nozzles
~square orifice!

Nuavg 10,000<Re<40,000
0<H/D<6

Martin @2# Array of slot nozzles Nuavg 1500<Re<40,000
1<H/(2B)<40
MAY 2005, Vol. 127 Õ 551
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